
Suggestions for improving clinical utility
of future guidelines for diagnosis and
management of idiopathic pulmonary
fibrosis: results of a Delphi survey

To the Editor:

Medical guidelines on diagnosis and management of relevant diseases aim to make recommendations for clinical
practice while standardising patient care. However, evidence-based guideline development is laborious and
challenging, the recommendations require nuanced wording, and the optimal approach remains controversial.

In December 2019, an international working group of interstitial lung disease (ILD) experts from 14
European countries and North America debated whether the current clinical practice idiopathic
pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) guidelines [1] are informative and clinically useful. The 3rd International ILD
Summit (ISILD-3) in Erice, Italy, addressed evolving clinical and research topics. Guideline-related issues
were discussed to identify ways in which future guideline formulation in ILD might be optimised.
Difficulties in the generation of accurate and applicable guideline recommendations raised questions that
were further explored and assessed among ISILD-3 participants by an electronic survey in January 2020.

The objective was to identify opportunities to improve future international guidelines from a clinical expert
point of view, with some of the participants having been involved in previous and current guideline
development. Two series of questions were formulated from the previous discussion and selected by a core
committee (co-authors). The first series addressed general questions about guidelines (questions 1–9), with the
second addressing questions specific for IPF or other ILD guidelines (questions 10–14). All 64 ISILD-3
participants were invited to complete the survey using the SurveyMonkey platform. Response options included
“yes”, “no”, “no opinion” and comments. 60/64 (94%) of the ISILD-3 participants completed questions 1–9
and 55/64 (86%) completed questions 10–14. Participant views are summarised in table 1. An agreement of
70% or more was defined as consensus a posteriori. Consensus was evaluated for “yes”, “no” and “no opinion”.

More than 70% of ISILD-3 participants endorsed: 1) piloting of recommendations in clinical practice to
identify and minimise ambiguity; 2) provision of the minimum information needed by patients to ensure
patient participation in decision making; and 3) routine updating of guidelines to incorporate significant
developments. Piloting of the recommendations in future clinical practice guidelines before publication might
provide useful insights and identify weaknesses within smaller groups of patients and community physicians.
However, the feasibility of accomplishing this in a timely manner and applicability to other regions are of
potential concern. Input from 4–5 representative community pulmonologists as external reviewers during the
peer review process could increase the clinical usefulness of future guidelines. The ISLD-3 participants
reinforced the need for unambiguous and clear statements, with a critical attention to wordsmithing,
particularly for recommendations. Additionally, guideline questions need to be carefully formulated.
Recommendations include varying strengths. As in many rare diseases, the evidence base for most
IPF-related key clinical questions is weak, resulting in recommendations based on low quality evidence with
low confidence in the effect estimates. While this is articulated in the written document, the message may
not be clear to the general and broad audience. Conditional or weak recommendations may be interpreted as
equipoise, allowing for flexibility depending on local expertise, preference and resources. Of note,
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TABLE 1 Survey questions for refined guidelines

Survey questions Survey result Comments from individual participants

1) Should guidelines include recommendations for
different levels of expertise?

Yes 48%
No 42%
No opinion 3%
Other 7%

Guidelines might address different levels of expertise to determine
to what extent a patient can be evaluated and treated from a
general pulmonologist and at which point a referral to an expert
centre should be considered.

A two-level guideline would avoid opposing recommendations
within two separate guidelines.

2) Do expert centres need recommendations to
evaluate key risk/benefit issues?

Yes 65%
No 23%
No opinion 7%
Other 5%

In general, guidelines in respiratory medicine are made to serve the
general pulmonologist and the non-expert centre, but different
levels of recommendation might be included and criteria for
referral to an expert centre could be defined.

Formulation of key risk and benefit issues might be useful to allow
uniform guideline application.

Adaptation of guidelines to countries where prescription and
coverages of costs is only authorised by ILD experts or to other
countries where it can be made by general pulmonologists needs
to be considered.

3) Should recommendations be piloted in clinical
practice to identify ambiguity?

Yes 77%
No 10%
No opinion 10%
Other 3%

Guidelines need unambiguous and clear statements, with a critical
importance of wordsmithing because of the potential of
unintended ambiguity.

Guidelines could be tested in a protected setting before
implementation into clinical routine (e.g. routine practice by a
small group of clinical teams).

4) Would concurrent Delphi exercises ensure that
guidelines capture real world issues?

Yes 53%
No 25%
No opinion 17%
Other 5%

Current challenge to develop valid guidelines is the low level of
evidence but for rigid guidance a high level of evidence is
required. The necessity of adherence to the standards of IOM has
been discussed. A compromise might be combining GRADE
system and the expert opinion approach.

Routine Delphi survey in a smaller group might allow to test
relevance, acceptance and application of guidelines in different
countries and cultures.

5) Should key guideline discussion be made
electronically and not in face-to-face discussion
at major meetings?

Yes 22%
No 60%
No opinion 17%
Other 1%

Group discussions have been conducted during major annual
meetings (e.g. ATS and ERS). Vocal group discussions might be
penalising (e.g. for individuals with English not being their first
language, less outspoken, less comfortable in disagreeing).

Electronic formulation allows time for reflection and possibility for
all to pronounce their point of view.

The Delphi process approach may provide opportunities for more
equal contribution by participants by removing potential barriers.

6) Should guidelines include recommendations on
minimum information needed by patients to
ensure patient participation in decision making?

Yes 75%
No 18%
No opinion 7%
No other

Minimal information might be provided to patients to allow
informed participation in decision making.

The patient should be informed whether the result of an
intervention would change treatment approach and outcomes.

Individual morbidity and mortality for any planned intervention
would be important information for patients.

7) Should guideline membership include fair
representation of experts with regard to age,
race and gender?

Yes 65%
No 22%
No opinion 10%
Other 3%

Various countries/regions and equal gender distribution of
guideline committee participants should be considered and
involved as they have been historically underrepresented.

No opinion mainly was for the age factor, which might be in conflict
with expertise increasing with experience.

8) Are routine guideline updates necessary to take
aboard major new information?

Yes 93%
No 5%
No opinion 2%
Other 1%

New published studies continuously add knowledge (e.g.
cryobiopsy), which justify regular updates.

Not updating guidelines would be a possibility if patients are sent to
expert ILD centres instead.

9) Should patient involvement be more rigorous,
with views obtained from patient groups?

Yes 60%
No 20%
No opinion 20%
No other

Several guidelines committees have included patients from patient
advocacy groups on guidelines committee.

The way to select a representative of the majority of patients needs
to be chosen.

10) Should separate diagnostic criteria for a
definite diagnosis and a working diagnosis be
formulated?

Yes 71%
No 27%
No opinion 2%
No other

Integration of histopathology in lung biopsy will lead to the highest
confidence in diagnosis, but risks associated with obtaining the
lung biopsy or patient preferences/desires are limiting factors.

Continued
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“conditional” has been replaced by “suggestion” in the new guidelines for hypersensitivity pneumonitis, and
hopefully this eliminates the confusion caused by the term “conditional” in the IPF guidelines [2].

Moreover, the need to adhere to the Institute of Medicine (IOM) standards has been intensively discussed.
Adherence to robust methodology reduces the inherent problem with guidelines derived from expert
opinion, i.e. conflicts of interest, reinforcement of existing practices and exclusion of different views.
However, the strength of the methodology of IOM standards may also be their weakness with regard to
clinical applicability and implementation. A suggested compromise was to complement the IOM system
with expert opinion drawn from clinical experience, e.g. the Delphi process, which helps to systematically
converge expert opinions. The incorporation of the Delphi approach and testing of recommendations
before implementation might increase relevance, acceptance and application of guidelines in different
countries and cultures. Using the Convergence of Opinion on Recommendations and Evidence (CORE)
process, a Delphi-like process yielded consensus-based recommendations that were highly concordant with
recommendations for IPF diagnosis using IOM-adherent methodology [3]. Recently, the CORE process
has been utilised by experts to formulate suggestions about pulmonary rehabilitation during the
COVID-19 pandemic [4] and is receiving increased attention in respiratory medicine [5].

A strong call for integration of patients’ desires was raised. A minimum level of information needs to be
provided to ensure patient participation in decision making. The amount and type of information
provided by the physician could be defined within official guidelines and might include, for example, risks
for procedures and for not performing them.

Guidelines should be routinely updated to incorporate significant developments and follow a structured
approach [6]. Timely integration of new data should serve to optimise and standardise the approach to
diagnosis and treatment of patients with IPF and other ILDs.

TABLE 1 Continued

Survey questions Survey result Comments from individual participants

The Pulmonary Pathology Society did not affirm histopathological
diagnosis as a separate confirmation of UIP.

Most care givers prescribe antifibrotic therapy without requesting
SLB if a provisional diagnosis or “working diagnosis” of IPF can
be made with a high likelihood (>70%).

A working diagnosis would help patients to receive treatment in
countries where IPF diagnosis according to international
guidelines is required.

Diagnosis should be made following discussions by a highly
experienced multidisciplinary team to increase diagnostic
confidence.

11) Should the formulation “conditional
recommendations” be replaced by “case by case
evaluation”?

Yes 69%
No 18%
No opinion 7%
Other 6%

“Conditional recommendation” represents a source of confusion for
practitioners.

12) Should decision for SLB be taken by ILD
centres?

Yes 96%
No 2%
No opinion 2%
No other

SLB decisions should be made ideally, when possible, at ILD
centres with multidisciplinary discussion.

Evaluation at an expert centre before surgical biopsy is not
geographically possible in some regions, but it could have been a
conditional positive recommendation (with a strong
recommendation made in discussion unless there are major
geographical barriers).

13) Should the role for BAL for diagnosis of
non-IPF be clarified?

Yes 80%
No 16%
No opinion 4%
No other

In the latest version of the guidelines literature research limitation
excluded important BAL studies. This led to a weak
recommendation with diverging opinions and re-evaluation of this
diagnostic tool including all existing evidence has been
suggested.

14) Should recommendations for
progressive-fibrosing ILD be included in IPF
guidelines?

Yes 42%
No 56%
No opinion 2%
No other

The discussion was whether IPF guidelines should include all
progressive fibrosing disease or focus on IPF.

Inclusion might lead to additional confusion.

Presented comments were made by individual participants and do not necessarily reflect general opinion of all ISILD-3 (3rd International ILD
Summit) participants. ILD: interstitial lung disease; IOM: Institute of Medicine; ATS: American Thoracic Society; ERS: European Respiratory
Society; UIP: usual interstitial pneumonia; SLB: surgical lung biopsy; IPF: idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis; BAL: bronchoalveolar lavage.
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Consensus was reached (⩾70% of ISILD-3 participants) on the following topics: 4) the formulation of
separate diagnostic criteria for a definite diagnosis and a working diagnosis; 5) the referral of patients to
ILD centres for decision on surgical lung biopsy (SLB), and 6) the need for further characterisation of the
diagnostic role of bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL).

The proposal of a working diagnosis was welcomed by many of the ISILD-3 participants. Most clinicians
prescribe antifibrotic therapy without requesting SLB if a provisional diagnosis or “working diagnosis” of
IPF can be made with an acceptably high likelihood (>70%) [7]. Although integration of histopathology
from lung biopsy will lead to the highest diagnostic confidence, the risks associated with biopsy and
patient preference/desire are limiting factors. A working diagnosis helps patients to receive treatment in
countries where IPF diagnosis according to international guidelines is required for drug funding. In all
cases, diagnosis should be made following discussions by a highly experienced multidisciplinary team to
increase diagnostic confidence.

The ISILD-3 participants suggested referral of patients to ILD centres for decision on SLB where cases can
be reviewed via multidisciplinary discussion. Evaluation at an expert centre before SLB is not feasible in
some regions, but the working group considered multidisciplinary discussion prior to SLB an important
component of clinical care. Alternative ways, e.g. virtual counselling or discussion (eMDD), as currently
tested in ongoing studies [8], may provide future possibilities for expert centre evaluation.

The need for further clarification of the diagnostic role of BAL was emphasised. In the latest version of the
IPF guidelines, literature research excluded important BAL studies. This led to a weak recommendation with
diverging opinions; re-evaluation of this diagnostic tool including all existing evidence has been suggested.
Meanwhile, two recent systematic reviews found that, for example, BAL lymphocyte percentage is increased in
hypersensitivity pneumonitis compared to IPF and sarcoidosis, although an optimal diagnostic threshold could
not be identified [9, 10]. Prospective studies to standardise the role of BAL in ILD diagnosis are needed.

The limitation of this statement relates to the bias of experts who attended ISILD-3, with predominantly
European and 12% North American representatives. This document constitutes a perspective of these
clinical experts and do not reflect the standpoint of other groups involved in guideline development, such
as methodologists.

We hope that discussions arising from ISILD-3 will inspire future clinical practice guideline developers to
establish recommendations that are easy to interpret and implement, and have a meaningful impact for
our patients with IPF or other ILDs.
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